
 
 

The Seaside Scavenger Hunt is sponsored by Bow Seat Ocean 
Awareness Programs, in partnership with PangeaSeed Foundation 
and Sea Walls: Artists for Oceans in Napier, New Zealand. Bow Seat 
Ocean Awareness Programs is a U.S.-based nonprofit that empowers 
teens to protect the ocean and to make art that makes a difference. 

Art for the Oceans 
Bow Seat Ocean Awareness Programs and PangeaSeed Foundation 
believe that the arts play an important role in protecting the 
environment by raising awareness, starting conversations, and 
inspiring positive action. We call this ARTivism.  

Ocean Awareness Student Contest 
Want to create your own art for the oceans? Submit a work of visual 
art, poetry, prose, or film to the 2017 Ocean Awareness Student 
Contest.  

The 2017 theme is Ocean Pollution: Challenges & Solutions. 

Students in secondary school (U.S. grades 6-12, or the international 
equivalent) are invited to participate in the 2017 Ocean Awareness 
Student Contest! Enter online (bowseat.org) by the Contest deadline: 
19 June 2017 @ 11:59 PM Eastern Time (ET).  

Connect 
We want to hear from you! Share photos & thoughts with us: 

www.bowseat.org • @fromthebowseat 

www.pangeaseed.foundation • @pangeaseed • @seawalls_ 
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How to Participate 
Follow the trail of ART FOR THE OCEANS to learn more about 
why the ocean needs our help and what you can do to play a 
role in protecting our seas. Match the numbered signs with the 
questions on the inside of this booklet. Complete and return to 
MTG Hawke's Bay (11am – 4pm) to claim your prize!  

Making Waves Through the Arts 
All of the artwork featured in the scavenger hunt was created 
by students from all over the world who participated in the 
annual Ocean Awareness Student Contest. Visit bowseat.org to 
learn more about how you can give a voice to our oceans. 

 

 

 

 



Complete all questions & return to MTG Hawke's Bay to claim your prize! 

1. Name three examples of marine debris that you see in the artwork.  

 

 

2. What’s going on here? 

 

 

 

3. Can you identify three different items polluting the water? 

 

 

4. What causes an oil spill? 

 

 

 

5. When we think of plastic pollution, we think most often of plastic 
bottles and bags. What other types of plastic could end up polluting 
our oceans? 

 

 

6. How can plastic pollution harm animals?  
 
 
 
 
 

7. Before disposing of or recycling nets, six-pack rings, and other 
similar objects, what can you do to prevent them from harming 
marine life if they end up in the ocean? 

 

   
8. How can an oil spill affect plants or animals in the ocean? 

 
 

 

9. What can you do to help reduce plastic bottle pollution? 

 

 

10. What animals are impacted by the invasive green crab? 
 

 

11. Briefly describe how a plastic bag may journey from the grocery 
store to the ocean. 

 

 

12. Name this unexpected source of chemical ocean pollution. 

 

13. Reducing your carbon footprint means reducing the amount of 
carbon dioxide that is emitted due to your daily activities such as 
driving a car. How would you define “reducing your plastic 
footprint”? 

 

 

14. What do you think this artist’s message is about marine debris? 

 

 

 

15. Do you think it’s possible to just “scoop up” the plastic pollution in 
the ocean? Why? Why not? 
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